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Neural Network Programming with JavaPackt Publishing, 2016

	Create and unleash the power of neural networks by implementing professional Java code


	About This Book

	
		Learn to build amazing projects using neural networks including forecasting the weather and pattern recognition
	
		Explore the Java multi-platform feature to run your personal neural...
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Human Aspects of Software Engineering (Electrical and Computer Engineering Series)Charles River, 2004
The more the software industry matures, the more it is accepted by the  software engineering community that the people involved in software development  processes deserve more attention than the processes or technologies themselves.  To this end, Human Aspects of Software Engineering details software engineering  from the perspective of those...
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Extreme Programming for Web ProjectsAddison Wesley, 2002
Web development teams have been operating in the dark for far too long. The lack of proven development methodologies for the Web environment has resulted in a constant struggle for developers to produce quality Web-based projects on time and within budget. The field is multidisciplinary in character, involving both technology and...
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Java EE 8 and Angular: A practical guide to building modern single-page applications with Angular and Java EEPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to build high-performing enterprise applications using Java EE powered by Angular at the frontend

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage Java EE 8 features to build robust back end for your enterprise applications
	
			Use Angular to build a single page frontend and combine it with...
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Metrics and Models in Software Quality Engineering, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2002
"This is the single best book on software quality engineering  and metrics that I've encountered."-Capers Jones, from the Foreword

Metrics and Models in Software Quality  Engineering, Second Edition, is the definitive book on this essential  topic of software...
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About Face 2.0: The Essentials of Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Interaction Design professionals are constantly seeking to ensure that software and software-enabled products are developed with the end-user's goals in mind to make them more powerful and enjoyable for people who use them. This text ensures it.

First published seven years ago-just before the World Wide Web exploded into dominance in the...
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GIS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
GIS (geographic information system) is a totally cool technology that has been called “geography on steroids.” GIS is what lets you see the schools in your neighborhood or tells you where the nearest McDonald’s is. GIS For Dummies tells you all about mapping terminology and digital mapping, how to locate geographic...
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 is a business management solution that helps simplify and streamline highly specialized business processes such as finance, manufacturing, customer relationship management, supply chains, analytics, and electronic commerce for small and medium-sized enterprises. ERP systems like NAV thus become the center of a...
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Microsoft Windows 7: Complete (Shelly Cashman)Cengage Learning, 2010

	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the fi nest textbooks in computer education. We are proud of the fact

	that our Microsoft Windows 3.1, Microsoft Windows 95, Microsoft Windows 98, Microsoft Windows

	2000, Microsoft Windows XP, and Microsoft Windows Vista books have been so well received by students

	and instructors. With each new...
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The Four Intelligences of the Business Mind: How to Rewire Your Brain and Your Business for SuccessApress, 2014

	International Bestseller and Amazon #1 Hot New Release - "The Four Intelligences of the Business Mind" offers practical strategies for business transformation, based on research from organizational psychology, neuroscience, business analytics, and multiple intelligences theory.
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MySQL and PHP From ScratchQue, 2000
Apache, MySQL, PHP3, and IMP the pieces exist. Each piece has been described ad nauseam. What does not exist is a guide to the marriage of these software technologies into a useful book, until now. This book puts together information on installing, setting up, and troubleshooting each of these technologies into one complete...
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Managing the Risks of Payments SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Identify and manage payment risk
The risks of payment systems have dramatically evolved…new laws, new technologies, new threats combined with the chronic problems of error, fraud, and security.  Treasury and banking executives and their counsel ignore these risks at their peril. "We didn’t know" is no excuse.     
...
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